
better light, 
better food

contact@vgd-led.com - www.vgd-led.com -  +33(0)4 866 583 38 - France, Belgium, Morocco, Switzerland, Poland, Netherlands, Americas… 



The right light @ the right time!
Real time optimizing light to:

- secure harvest goals : quality and quantity
- increase margin per sqm 
- adapt to each crop and stage of growth

Piloting Box for any Led or HPS fixture  / 
Dimmable Led Fixtures / Light Sensors 



Some of our various installations



Turn-key Grow Lighting platform

MONITORING SOFTWARENURSERY & URBAN FARMS

PILOTING BOX FOR ANY 
LIGHT FIXTURE LED FIXTURES LIGHT SPECTRUM 

SENSOR

R&D AND STUDIESOEM MODULES

SOLUTIONS ADAPTED TO ANY CROP AND ANY STAGE OF GROWTH



Less energy, better taste, increased yields

Why piloting light?
Light is the first 
growth factor!

365 days / year growth
Early & late harvests
Optimized spectrum
Flowering spectrum
Plant chemistry
Taste improvement
Nursery mode
Photo treatments
Ripening
Growth control

What are results 
from our installed 

customers?

- 30-70% electricity
+ 30 to 400% growth
+ 2-3 weeks earlier
- diseases
+10-40% sugar taste
+ 15% Brix 
+ 32% THC
+ vitamins
- 40% water taste

How to improve 
plant growth?

 
By monitoring 

automatically light 
spectrum at each 
stage of growth



Adjust light to your crops needs, automatically
1. Define harvest goals (quality, quantity, DLI, 
color mix, mol,..) and define light spectrum per culture / 
stage of growth in your software interface

2. Automatic real time analyze of natural 
light spectrum through our indoor Smart Light 
Sensor

3. Activate light (or not!) with our Led 
fixtures  and other third party Leds / HPS. 
Automatic comparison your goals & real time conditions

4. Reach your targets and analyse energy 
consumption and lighting scenarii (and 
upcoming : growth monitoring)



Some of VGD Led Fixtures *

* our Led fixtures are compliant with VGD light piloting box basically (real time on/off, day & night, …) or for advanced monitoring features

Performance & full 
dimmable

Economic 

Smart Inter-lightingVertical farming systems 

45-250 € /sqm
Crops : any demanding (fruits, vegetable, 
insects, cannabis, algae, R&D, light signals…)
Integration : Top / rack
Spectrum: up to 32 colors
Full dimmable ( intensity, per color, bandwidth)
Efficiency : from 1 to >3,5 µmol/J
Energy consumption  : from 40 to 1800W Led
PPF : up to  6300 µmol/s 

From 25€ /sqm
Integration : inter-lighting 
Spectrum : controlled spectrum
Dimmable (intensity) and real time On/Off 

Price on demand depending on 
specs and features
Crops : vertical farming projects, 
shelters, specific OEM modules for 
manufacturers...

15-40 € /sqm
Crops : main crops ; red fruits, tomatos,....
2 integrations: top clipsable (up to 100m long) or Spot
Spectrum : >5 optimized fixed
Dimmable (intensity) and real time On/Of 



Plug&play Light Piloting Box
Real time light piloting of any Led / 
HPS fixture to bring the right 
micromoles at the right time.

Automatic or manual mode

Up to 20-30% more productivity than basic Led 
fixtures thanks to artificial intelligence

Piloting depending on light conditions & quality 
(composition, intensity,...) in real time

Compliant with VGD Leds fixtures or third party 
Led fixtures or HPS fixtures…

Algorithm to analyze producers goals and to 
apply predefined lighting scenarii per sqm 

Local or distant piloting

Monthly fee based on energy savings
(box + spectrometer + monitoring software)

Including smart 
light sensor & 

monitoring 
software



Some of our partners



Launching your project soon?

Nicolas Chauvin
VP R&D and physiology

Sébastien Deprade
CEO 

Guillaume Marie
VP Technology

Alexandre Bameule
VP Business development

Julien Laz
VP marketing & product

contact@vgd-led.com - www.vgd-led.com - +33(0)7 86 97 40 09 

Or contact your local representative in Belgium, Morocco, Switzerland, Poland, Netherlands, Americas…
Dimmable ou not, piloted or not, ask for your quote : contact@vgd-led.com

http://www.vgd-led.com


Appendix 1: Light Monitoring Software

real time light spectrum

piloting per fixture per wavelength

fixtures management

real time PPFD / DLI

lighting overall goals per fixture
(mole / hours…)

light parameters per fixture
(% colors, automatic piloting,..)

bandwidth parametrization per fixture

comparison goals / real time

real time DLI / PPFD

real time bandwidth

real time power / energy

MONITORING IN REAL TIME LIGHT COMPOSITION FOR EACH GROWTH STAGE



Appendix 2:  R&D, ON DEMAND PROJECT AND STUDIES

VGD involves its R&D team and partners on various projects for 
fundamental research, applied research, light systems and 
manufacturers..

Some examples of projects conducted by VGD 

- smart growth sensors and disease detection
- full dimmable fixtures for horticultural technical experts,
- cultivation rooms for seed leaders, 
- lighting control with artificial intelligence for manufacturer,
- stall for the conservation and growth of herbs,
- intelligent lighting system for the construction industry,
- egg-laying of soldier flies for the recovery of organic food waste,
- removal of beech dormancy for a research centre
- OEM modules delivery for manufacturers
- R&D and growth distant monitoring for specific cultures 

3D crops modeling Printed circuits Taste studies* Organoleptic studies*


